Introduction
============

Radiology uses the Response Evaluation Criteria In Solid Tumors (RECIST) to define tumor response during treatment.[@b1-cin-15-2016-243] However, in advanced ovarian cancer (AOC), despite improved scanning technology, evaluation of peritoneal surface disease by computed tomography (CT) has proven unsatisfactory.[@b2-cin-15-2016-243] Many factors govern this low sensitivity including the diameter and density of the nodule, the presence or absence of ascites, and the bowel opacification when contrast agent is used. In addition, if section thickness exceeds lesion size, the lesion might not be optimally seen owing to partial volume averaging.[@b3-cin-15-2016-243] Higher detection sensitivity can be achieved by using 18F positron emission tomography (PET) with integrated CT,[@b4-cin-15-2016-243] although its feasibility in tumor response assessment is still questionable.[@b5-cin-15-2016-243]

Several decision-making indices have been used to determine and map the extent of peritoneal tumor diffusion during abdominal exploration.[@b6-cin-15-2016-243],[@b7-cin-15-2016-243] Despite the clinical need, objective assessment of endoscopic findings in ovarian cancer has received little attention.

We developed a laparoscopic image analysis method and evaluated its use in making accurate measurements of ovarian peritoneal surface metastases in comparison to RECIST criteria.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Integrated database
-------------------

An integrated, electronic ovarian cancer database has been established for prospective collection of videolaparoscopies in the context of a prospective biomarker validation study: the Gynecological Oncology Targeted Therapy Study 01 (GO-Target-01, research ethics approval number 11/SC/0014) ([Fig. 1A](#f1-cin-15-2016-243){ref-type="fig"}).

Videolaparoscopy quantification of tumor nodule response ratio
--------------------------------------------------------------

A software tool that uses a custom ImageJ macro-based algorithm (National Institutes of Health, Washington, DC) was developed with the aim of estimating lesion size by image analysis. A representative snapshot from videolaparoscopy was selected such that an object of known dimension (eg, a surgical instrument or a clip) was located on the same plane as the lesion of interest. A line, corresponding to the object of known dimension, was drawn on the image and the dimensions of the reference object were inserted by the user. In the case of asymmetrical reference objects, every effort is made to place them such that they are viewed "en face". If these were tilted, the tilt angle was taken into account when calculating the dimensions, using trigonometry. Unit conversion was achieved by dividing the length of the line in millimeters by its length in pixel units. Using the freehand selection tool of ImageJ, the user drew a contour of the lesion. The area of the lesion was calculated by summing the area (in millimeter square) of each pixel within the region of interest (ROI) equivalent to the lesion contour. Analytically, this is expressed as follows: $$A_{lesion} = {\sum\limits_{ROI}\frac{d^{2}}{\left( {x_{2} - x_{1}} \right)^{2} + \left( {y_{2} - y_{1}} \right)^{2}}}$$where (*x*~1~, *y*~1~), (*x*~2~, *y*~2~) are the coordinates of the line corresponding to the known distance *d*. The results of the analysis were saved in a text file and stored in the database. Tumor nodule response ratio (TNRR) was calculated as the ratio of post- and pre-neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NACT) lesion areas. The results were expressed as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM) using TNNRs from five independent observers. A user-friendly graphical interface of the ImageJ macro was developed to guide the observers through the analysis ([Fig. 1B](#f1-cin-15-2016-243){ref-type="fig"}). This can be downloaded from [http://users.ox.ac.uk/∼atdgroup/software/LesionSizeCalculator](http://users.ox.ac.uk/~atdgroup/software/LesionSizeCalculator).

Comparison with CT scans
------------------------

CT scan is the standard preoperative investigation to evaluate the extent of the disease and assess the response to chemotherapy according to the RECIST criteria.[@b1-cin-15-2016-243] A minimum size of 10 mm was required for measurable lesions on CT. Tumor burden was assessed by summing up the longest diameter (LD) of all measurable target lesions up to 5 in total and 2 per organ (RECIST version 1.1). Partial response was defined as at least a 30% decrease in the sum of the LD of the target lesions. CT was performed using a scanner with a helical/spiral mode with subsecond scan times, during suspended respiration using 5 mm reconstruction.

Results
=======

We describe the implementation of our method in a single patient with radiological evidence of AOC. Two low-volume ovarian cancer metastatic nodules were arbitrarily selected, namely, diaphragmatic right (DR) and falciform ligament (FL) nodules ([Fig. 2A](#f2-cin-15-2016-243){ref-type="fig"}). For the DR nodule, image analysis of laparoscopic snapshots revealed a mean surface size of 727 ± 59 mm^2^ pre-NACT followed by 313 ± 22 mm^2^ post-NACT. Likewise, for the FL nodule, the mean surface size was 238 ± 25 mm^2^ and 180 ± 16 mm^2^ pre- and post-NACT, respectively. The mean TNNR ± SEM for the examined nodules was 40.6 ± 20.6% (\>30% decrease, partial response; [Fig. 2B](#f2-cin-15-2016-243){ref-type="fig"}). Axial CT of upper abdomen measured the DR nodule at 32 × 19 mm pre-NACT; this decreased to 28 × 11 mm following chemotherapy. Likewise, the FL nodule decreased from 17 × 27 mm to 11 × 27 mm following NACT. Following chemotherapy, tumor response evaluation by CT was reported as partial response according to RECIST and was in concordance with TNNR by use of our image segmentation method.

Discussion
==========

Main findings
-------------

We demonstrated the feasibility of using a novel anatomical imaging tool to assess small lesion size as an adjunct to RECIST criteria for direct evaluation of chemotherapy response in AOC patients. Overall, a mean TNRR of ∼40% (partial response) was demonstrated.

Strengths and limitations
-------------------------

RECIST criteria demonstrated several limitations.[@b1-cin-15-2016-243] Our method can overcome these limitations by employing a standardized acquisition and user-friendly processing tool with the obvious benefit of measuring lesions of any size, including also those not visible at CT ([Fig. 2C](#f2-cin-15-2016-243){ref-type="fig"}), in an objective manner. This quantification method can complement the existing CT algorithms in the assessment of chemotherapy response in most solid tumors.

The underlying assumptions in the method are that (1) the laparoscope and associated camera do not introduce significant image distortions when the laparoscopic imaging objective is placed plane-parallel to the subject and (2) sufficient spatial resolution is available to successfully scale up the usually small reference object dimensions to the tumor dimensions. The image distortions are usually acceptable (at least to ±5%) using current laparoscopic techniques. Similarly, the reference object can readily be measured to a similar level of accuracy.

Unlike RECIST, which relies on unidimensional assessment of tumor burden, our proof-of-principle employs a measurement of area. Given that data from a single patient were used, this method needs to be further validated in a prospective larger cohort against RECIST criteria.

Interpretation
--------------

Segmentation methods have been previously applied for assessment of ovarian tumors using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).[@b8-cin-15-2016-243] Despite obvious benefits from reporting tumor invasiveness, the success of MRI is limited by its poor detection sensitivity. We acknowledge that obtaining images requires an invasive procedure at an extra cost, while CT scan will still need to be performed. Nevertheless, our approach using minimal invasive surgery prior to debulking enables appropriate planning of surgery and accurate estimation of the operating time required. Allowing appropriate time for surgery and involving appropriate surgical teams is pivotal for achieving optimal tumor resection, which is the most significant prognostic factor for survival in ovarian cancer.[@b9-cin-15-2016-243]
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![(**A**) Screenshot from the ovarian cancer database interface used for storage of videolaparoscopies with image annotation. (**B**) Details of the image segmentation algorithm developed to estimate TNRR.](cin-15-2016-243f1){#f1-cin-15-2016-243}

![(**A**) The sites of laparoscopic-guided biopsies pre- and post-NACT and the corresponding laparoscopic images and axial CT scans of the upper abdomen demonstrating metastasis of the right diaphragm (A) and falciform ligament (B). Good partial response following three cycles of NACT was observed. (**B**) Mean ± SD for surface size values of metastatic nodules at pre- and post-NACT snapshots (mm^2^) and mean ± SEM for TNNR. (**C**) Example of image segmentation of a peritoneal nodule post-NACT not visible with CT.\
**Abbreviations:** TNRR, tumor nodule response ratio; NACT, neoadjuvant chemotherapy treatment; CT, computed tomography; SD, standard deviation; SEM, standard error of mean.](cin-15-2016-243f2){#f2-cin-15-2016-243}
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